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But nobody heeds the

I don't know, but I find
the speedy hands of

call
And the soldier obeys
while the parson prays
for his downfall.
Phil Ochs

time
Are wailing out
warning on the wall

a

. April 29 , 1971.
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N.J. 's Earth Day
by Sue St. Pierre

Without most of last year's
fanfare, rhetoric and celebration,
Earth Week came again. It may be
that a lot of former zealots have
new causes to support or maybe
last year's demonstrations have
just found more productive ways
to show their support. In any
event, a lot is being done around
our polluted state in honor of
Earth Week , mostly by college
students and community groups.
Stevens Institute in Hoboken is
continuing their programs of
recycling refuse, cleaning their
campus and turning a lot nearby
into a park.
Montclair State's Conservation
Club is sponsoring a week of
ecology lectures to acquaint
students with various aspects of
the Ecology Movement.
Biology students from Paterson
State spent normal class time
cleaning up the campus, planting
shrubs and working on a nature
center.

G 1assboro held no formal
ceremony, but are continuing
their recycling programs.
Princeton University held a
Earth Day Festival Sunday with
litter-collecting relay races and a
Foulest Pollutant Contest (where
the student finding the smelliest
pollutant won the grand prize).
Local community groups
provided the rest of Earth Week's
impetus this year. 'Recycling
projects

were

held

by

the

Princeton Conservation Coalition
(Continued on Page 3)

New Miss NSC Crowned
by Betty Wetzler

Miss Nancy Masucci, 20
year-old history major from West
Orange, was crowned Saturday
night, April 24th, as Miss Newark
State College 1971 , at the sixth
annual scholarship pageant
sponsored by the Student
Organizatic;m.

Miss Masucci, sponsored by her
sorority, Lambda Chi Rho , was

chosen from among twelve other
contestants by a panel of five
judges on the basis of the results
of a personal interview given each
girl that afternoon and the public
performances given as part of the
evening's program. The program
consisted of competitions for

chosen:

evening gown, talent . swimsui~.

(Si!!,ma

and
the contestants'
extemporaneous response to a

Career
Panel
on 6th
Five panelists, all recent
Newark State graduates who are
now working in careers outside of
classroom teaching , will
participate on an informal Career
Panel , Thursday, May 6,
1:40-2:55 p.m. in the Formal
Lounge at Downs Hall. All
students are invited.
The alumni are: Lenora
Walker , Assistant College
Relations Consultant, Prudential
Insurance Co. ('68); Richard
Tkach, Associate Chemist,
Schering Corp. ('67); Warren
Ceurvels, Director of Adult
Education , Montclair State
College ('67); Joann Kurzeja,
c omputer programmer, Bell
Telephone Company ('70); and
William Price, Administration
Approver , Group Annuity
(Continued on Page 3)

Carnival '71 at NSC -

by Ina White

The parking lot at Newark
State was transported back to the
"Gay 90's" when the 1971
Carnival was held this past
week-end. Mayor F. Edward
Biertuempfel of Union and
President of The College Nathan
Weiss officiated at the opening
ceremonies. Lorraine Hill, Miss
Newark State 1970-71 , cut the
ribbon marking the official
opening of the Carnival.
Exhibits from outside
contributions, games, rides, food,

and live entertainment were
among the attractions available at
the Carnival.
A new feature of this year's
Carnival was a "Flea Market"
which was open for all those who
like to browse about or buy
unusual wares.
Saturday's activities began with
a Float Parade which traveled
through Roselle Park, Union, and
parts of Elizabeth. Participants in
the parade included candidates
from the Miss Newark State
Pageant. Prizes were awarded to

the best decorated floats in the
parade. Prize for the best
decoration in keeping with the
theme of the Carnival went to
Lamoda Chi Rho for their float
decorated as the Atlantic City
Boardwalk in the 1890's. Delta
Sigma Pi was awarded best
decorated float for their carousel
float. An award to the best
money-making booth went to Nu
Sigma Tau. The winner of the
trophy for the group with the
highest number of service points
(Continued on Page 3)

question posed to each on the
basis of the information they
submitted in their resumes. Miss
Masucci's talent · entry was her
modern ballet performance to
" Girl From Ipanema."
Four

runners-up

first,

Linda
Tau -

were

also

Gialane\la

Beta
sponsor):
second, Miriam Smith (Dougall
Hall) ; third, Merrie Gordon (Delta
Sigma Pi); and fourth, Magda
Lomba (Class of '72).
Both the Miss Congeniality
Award and the Non-Finalist
Talent Award went to Darlene
Sawicki, sponsored by her
sorority, Rho Theta Tau. Miss
Sawicki's talent entry was an
original jazz fire baton dance to
"Big Spender." Eileen
Moczdlowski, sponsored by her
sorority, Nu Sigma Tau , was
awarded the Judges' Special
Award for the best non-finalist
all-round performance.
As a result of the pageant , Miss
Masucci will receive a $600
scholarship grant from the
Student Org., a chance to
compete for the Miss New Jersey
title this July in Cherry Hill, and
various gifts from the local
merchants. All five were presented
with a silver charm bracelet as a
keepsake from the pageant.
Also entered in the pageant
were: Delores Davis (Whiteman
Hall); Denise Drozdowski (Sigma
Theta Chi); Marion Smith (Beta
Delta Chi); Janice Strauch (Omega
Sigma Psi); Jo Ann Wasilewski
(Kappa Epislon); and Liz Williams
(Nu Theta Chi).
The pagfillnt program, which
was held in ~ Theater for the
Performing Arts, began with a
· medley of songs from "My Fair
Lady" - the theme of this year's
pageant - performed by the
Newark State Orchestra, with Mr.
Walter Price conducting. Co-hosts
for the evening were Mrs. Nicki
Berson and pageant executive
director Tom Lindia; both
officially welcomed .all and
introduced the judges and the

(Continued on Page 3)
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Hot line Helps
by Suzanne St. Pierre

In a society where coldness has
become · the mode, and lack of
concern for one's fellows the only
"safe" road to follow, youth have
sought means of reaching each
other. Various groups have
formed to foster this new idea and
more and more are being formed.
As an outgrowth of
"interconcem" between people
are groups desiiµied to help others
who are notwell-off mentally or
physically as we are. People are
beginning to realize that everyone
can use somebody's help in some
capacity sometime in their lives
and if we help another guy, he'll
be there to help us. No one has to
be alone.
One group offering
confidential advice on any
problem to any age group is HOT
LJNE, a telephone number in
Cranford. Anyone can call, any
time and talk about drugs, about
abortions about depression, about
any problem. No information will
be turned over to the police or
parents - no strings. If you ever
need help or just somebody to
talk to, you can call 272-4440
Friday, Saturday or Sunday night
from 7 p.m. to 12 p.m. and
somebody that cares will be there
to talk to you.

If you think it's about time
you did your bit for the other
guy, you can volunteer to help.
Helping other people can
sometimes do a lot for you too.
If you'd like to volunteer, call
Mrs. Carolyn Silver at 276-8335
or Mr. Sam Valla, at the college
extension 308 or at 289-1788 or
276-0331.
While I'm at it, there's another
group working to help teenagers
who have been involved with
drugs. This group, called Hocagee
House, deals with rehabilitation,
emotional problems and just a
place to go.
If you remember being a kid
without a place to go, needing
help, or even if you were one of
the luckier ones, maybe you could
give your time as a volunteer.
Hocagee House is located in the
Cerebral Palsy Building at the
corner of Holly and Springfield
Avenues in Cranford and
volunteers of any age are needed
daily 7: 30 to 11 : 00 except
Thursday. For information ,
contact Mrs. Jean Dickinson at
272-6733 or Mr. Valla at the
college ext. 308 -or 289-1788 or
276-0331.
Everybody's talking about
brotherhood and friendship - we
can make it work.

Mernorabillia
Gets New Chief
On April 8th, elections were
held for editorial positions on the
Newark State yearbook
Memorabilia. The 1971-72 staff is ·
as follows:
Editor-in-Chief
Bruce Davis
Managing Editor Michael Natale
Business Manager Dorothy Beber
Literary Editor W. Craig Eggimann
Photog. Editor
Richard Hempel

Activities Editor
Marion Smith
Sports Editor
Michael J. Cleary
Layouts
John F. LaRue
Secretary
Yvette Testa
Anyone interested in working
with the Memoribilia staff for
next year is asked to contact
Bruce Davis or a staff member
through the Memorbilia office in
the Student Center or mail box
No. 7.

FROM THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR

Registration materials for Fall 1971 will be available in the major
department office on May 3. Students who have not declared_a maj~r
preference can obtain materials in the department from which then
advisor is assigned.
Enclosed with registration materials is an adult schedule which
should reflect the program in which the student is now enrolled. Should
this schedule differ in any way from the one the student is following, it
. should be reported at once to the Registrar's Office. The student will
receive grades only for the courses and sections in which he is enrolled.
The registration calendar for returning students is as follows:
May 3
Pick up registration materials in major
department office:
1. Master Schedule - Fall 197 I
2. Study Guide
3. Course Request Card
4. Permit to Register
5. Return envelope
May 3 -, 14 Students obtain academic advisement.
May 3 - 21 Students return Permit to Register and completed
Course Request Card to Registrar in return envelope
provided.

.

Schedules will be mailed to those students who have
completed registration by payment of fees.
August 26, 27 Late Registration - space available basis
Sept. 7 - 14 Add/Drop - Change of Schedule
Sept. 16
First day of classes
Sept. 16 - 20 Add/Drop, with documented academic advisement only
Registration priority will be based upon the number of hours
earned as of the completion of the Fall 1970 semester. Further
instructions are contained in the registration materials. Feel free · to
direct your questions to the Registrar's Office.

Get Off The fence

To Young Adults,
Sure I was rebellious and hurt,
What do you stand for? Do just as others my age, but hurting
you stand strong and tall and on someone else or destroying others'
both feet for your beliefs? Or, by property or pushing my ideas and
chance, are you on the fence? Are ideals on someone else was not a
you really against the salve for my wounds. I "remember
establishment? Let's start at the the exasperating years, 18 to 21,
beginning of establishment - and you have my sympathy. I had
Home, Church, School, Society, to learn to put "HIM" on a
4-H Clubs, Boy Scouts, Girl pedestal before I could put my
Scouts, etc., Formal Education, life together in an inner satisfying
Draft, War, Government. Thus far manner.
in your life, which has done you
Don't let your hurts and
the most wrong? Now I am disappointments control you. You
talking personally to you, just control them. If you don't tackle
you. Think for yourself, please. I · this part of your life with positive
am sure you are aware that each action you could be named among
generation, just as yours has been the rioters. Throwing rocks,
plagued with what seemed· a few spitting on the symbols of
too many problems. There has patriotism, and destruction is not
never been a cut and dried answer your answer. Don't be on the
for any of us. We have had to find fence , find your side yourself.
our own way and do the best we
So many young people say
could just as you will do.
they don't want any part of war. I
As I see it you are coming face don't either, but just what kind ·of
to face with some very difficult war do we call a riot? A little boy,
problems. They bother you, and girl, toy war? Well, you name it. I
you have every reason to be can't. All I know is, it sure is a
somewhat rebellious. You are form of war and you say you
beginning to see our mistakes, and don't want any part of it. Yet it is
our .hypocrisy. I don't think it is planned and great number:; of you
the political angle that has you are there, either by decision or by
upset nearly so much as the trapped in a mob , out of
family and society. You have curiosity. Believe me it is more
looked up to your family , hellish to see you fighting your
ministers , school teachers, own law enforcement than to see
church-school teachers, your you in a Vietnam War. ·
leaders and government officials,
A very powerful thing is a great
with a gleam of pride and security number of people uniting,
in them, for about 18 years. planning, working and sticking
Some, you have no doubt , put on together to the end for what they
a saintly pedestal, now to feel is a good cause. Don't be on
discover, they just do not qualify. that fence, choose your side and
I am sure there are many people stand firm.
who will agree that the ages of 18

to 21 are difficult and this is the
time in your life that you let us
know it.
But darn it anyway, I went
through this period of being
depressed , confused, and
frustrated without throwing
rocks, bottles and what have you.

WANTED: 'Apartment
Anyone
knowing
of an
apartment located in this area
which will be available any time
before fall semester please contact
us. It must be of reasonable price,
Thank YOU,
Kathi Brown M.B. 134
Nadine Romano M.B. 167
Linda Ross

Another thing I'd like you to
give some thought is - What good
is your education without horse
sense? All the knowledge you can
cram in yourself will be of no
value what-so-ever without
wisdom. First, find yourself- Then
seek out wisdom so that the hard
work and money you are using on
a formal education now, can
benefit you and the people
around you throughout your life.
I am wondering about you
(between 18 and 21). Do you
suppose that if 18 year olds were
accepted as adults, responsible for
their behavior, that they might be
more decisive at an earlier age?
Are you (the majority) ready for
it or are you easily swayed by the
gang and just a little shiftless?

And do you often make an excuse
to yourself, thinking, "Well, .I'm
not 21 yet so - etc." This is a
question and not an insinl!ation.
I don't suppose many of you
on campus have given much
thought to being a law officer.
Let's think a minute about his
iob. l'in not thinking of the rotten
apple in the barrel. I'm thinking
of the average officer.
What is his job, his responsibility?
Would you want to live where
there are none? He do~sn't only
have us and our possessions to
protect but he has a family and he
and the family know every time
he puts that uniform on he has to
be willing to sacrifice his life, if
necessary, for our protection.
Does the position, in life, for
which you are studying equal his
committment, sacrifice and
salary? Think and think again
before you swear at and throw
things at him. Look around you
and your school. Are you proud
of your school and do you want it
to be there for your children?
What about the morals of the
people around you? I am sure you
can judge the right and wrong on
this. (And I am broadminded
enough to know anyone can make
a mistake.) Take for instance, one
phase of the law that is being
discussed on Legal of Illegal
Abortion. Legal or Illegal, what is
that going to solve? Start solving
at the beginning of a problem, not
at the middle or end. The solution
lies in our hands as students,
parents, and teachers. We must
impress upon people the moral of
sex life before it becomes the
problem of Legal of Illegal
Abortion. We have an excessive
amount of solutions to lots of
problems in our own hands. We
just aren't using them. Why?? We
are Chicken! Chicken! Yes, too
chicken to be humble.
You are You! Don't let
someone try making you different
unless you are very sure it is for
the better. Play it cool. Investigate
your persuader. If you think
something is not quite clear, talk
to your minister or counselor.
Then re-assess yourself and stand
firm. Make your decision and get
off that fence.
Barbara Ann Woods
R. R. I; Kingston
Ohio 45644

MAY 3 7 P.M. T.V. LOUNGE
-HOUSE OF WAX
PIT & PENDULUM

-.

August 20

MAY 4 7 P.M. T.V. LOUNGE
I WAS A TEENAGE WEREWOLF
STRAIGHT JACKET
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Miss N.S.C.
(Continued from Page 1)

pageant's special guests, who
entertained throughout the
evening. They were: Miss Lorraine
Hill, Miss Newark State '70; Miss
Christine Ebright , Miss New
Jersey '67 and Miss Newark State
'66; Miss Terri Zabudowski, Miss
NSC '68; and Mr. Harry Clark
from the Miss New Jersey Pageant
Staff and Master of Ceremonies in
the 197 1 Pagean t .
The judges were: Mr. Nathan
Zauber, Dr. Walter Steel, Mr. John

Riley, Mrs. Linda Ann Gallager,
adn Mrs. Shirley Jones - all
.official scholarship pageant judges
and affiliated with the Miss New
Jersey Pageant proceedings.
Following the ceremonies, a
reception was held in Downs Hall
for the contestants, their families ,
and their sponsoring
organizations. At this time,
President of Newark State College
Dr. Nathan Weiss congratulated
Miss Masucci and the other
contestants."

<·
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· IF YOU'RE STUCK WITH A PROBLEM
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2 72 ,44 4 0
NO STRINGS - WE'RE HERE TO LISTEI\
7: 00 P .M. TO 12:00 P.M.
·1''R DAY, SATURDAY and SUNDAY

New Jersey's·Earth Day
(Continued from Page I)
commissisons and lots of other
as well as various programs by the people. '
Morristow n Con servation
Commission, the State Division of
That's all very good and very
Motor Vehicles, public and private helpful, except that Earth Week
schools, libraries, park should be a 365 day celebration.

We don't have too much time left
to ponder the problem. I keep
thinking about what happened in
Birmingham a few days ago.
Newark could be next, or Jersey
City, or Union . . ; ·'

Student Groups Issue Call For May 5th Moratorium
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) The major representative national
student groups this week
announced their support for a
national "moratorium on business
as usual" May 5, calling for
immediate withdrawal of all U.S.
forces from Inochina.
The National Student
Association (N .S.A .), the
Association of Student
Government (A .S.G.), and the
Student Mobilization Committee
To End The War In Southeast

Career
Panel
(Continued from Page 1)

Department, Prudential Insurance
Co. ('69).
The program will be informal.
The panelists will describe their
work , the training they acquired,
the pros and cons and future
prospects of their jobs. The
discussion will then be open to
students who will have the
opportunity to explore the
particular aspects that interest
them.
Liberal arts majors and
prospective liberal arts majors are
encouraged to take this
opportunity to discuss
non-teaching careers with young
people currently working in the
field .
The program is sponsored by
the Placement Office.

Carnival
(Continued from Page l)

at the Carnival will soon be
announced.
High winds and freezing
temperatures did damage to many
of the tents and forced the
Carnival to close early on
Saturday evening.
Sunday's events continued as
.s~hedule.d, .. ·

Asia (S .M.C.) issued a joint call

for a national student strike
"which will involve all forms of
non-violent protest" April 6.
N.S.A. and S.M.C. had both
supported the student strike in
May, 1970, while A.S.G ., then a
"moderate" student group,
instead sponsored a national
referendum on the war. This year,
at a "National Student Congress"
in Washington in March, A.S.G.
delegates switched from their
neutral stance on the war, calling
for support of both the April 24
demonstration and the May 5
moratorium .
Another moderate · student
group, the College Young
Democrats also endorsed the May
5 protests, saying "students have
realized that elections are not

enough to end this war."
The May 5 was picked to
commemmorate the killings at
Kent, Ohio and Jackson, Miss. last
year during protests of the
Cambodian invasion. Various
students from area universities
spoke at the April 6 moratorium
press conference, and a similar
one was held in San Francisco .
David Ifshin, president of the
National Student Association,
described the May 5 moratorium
as a vehicle of protest for those
students unable to come to
Washington, D.C. for nearly two
weeks of sustained "massive
non-violent civil disobedience"
beginning April 24, urging that
they " help to organize a
nation-wide cessation of 'business
as usual' in order to take the

Peoples' Peace Treaty ... to their
communities."
D eb b y Bustin, national
coor d ina tor of the Student
Mo b ilization Committee,
emphasized that the national
strike and protest May 5 will
include high schools as well as
colleges and universities.
The U .S . Student Press
Association also endorsed the May
5 moratorium, and criticized the
commercial news media for failing
to chronicle the growing climate
of intimidation and repression on
college campuses. The U.S.S.P.A.
statement also noted that last
spring's student protests "caught
the nation's commercial media
with their pants down - the
underground and student
alternative media spread word of

Mini-Tours Arranged
A "mini-tour" to several high
schools in New Jersey has been
arranged for Newark State College
Chorus and the newly formed
Men's Chorus (all students), under
the direction of Professor James
Cullen, and the Brass Ensemble
conducted by Professor Thomas
Herron.
On April 29 a morning concert

NOT ICE

Meeting

May 4, 1971
W200
Pollution

will take place at Park Ridge High
School followed by lunch and an
afternoon performance at
Hasbrouck Heights High School.
Featured on the varied
program will be several performers
from the college; Rosemary
Lambariello, Allan Wichinsky,
Moira O'Brien, Kim
Richershauser, Sharon Lazaro,

Kathy Liquori. The accompanists

will be Sharon Lazaro and
Richard Faugno.
Included in the contemporary
music program will be Ava Maria
by Stravinsky, to honor the
recently deceased composer.
The chorus recently appeared
in New York at a Hunter College
performance of the "Nude Paper
Sermon" by Eric Salzman.

" Proposals for Unionizing Cafeteria Employees at the Newark
State College were made this week. When Anthony Rossi, a
representative of Local 131 - Bartenders Cooks and Cafeteria
Employees Union suggested organizing all cafeteria employees at the
Newark State College. Local 131-A.F.L.C.I.O. is interested in hearing
from the cafeteria employees interested in their union proposal. They
may be reached at their Union Headquarters.
Anthony Rossi ·
Clinton Street
Newark, New Jersey
Phone 622-8216

the strike most accurately and
effectively."
The day before the student
press conference announcing the
moratorium, the nation's capital
witnessed its first acts of mass
civil disobedience, as 92 persons
were arrested in front of the
Executive Office Building next to
the White House in a "Holy Week
witness against the war."
Seventy of them are spending
the week in jail, after kneeling on
the sidewalk in peaceful prayer.
Most of the demonstrators were
religious leaders or seminarians,
and the protest was organized out
of the Union Theological
Seminary in New York . Included
in the group were editors of
NATI O NAL CATH O LIC
REPO RTER, CHRISTIANITY
and CRISIS, and COMMONWEAL,
religious publications which joined
THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY in a
joint editorial last week urging
their readers to "endorse and
participate" in demonstrations
against the war in Indochina.

Council
Br__iefs
Council election results for the
Class of '7 4 are as follows: Joe
Butler (78), Noreen Daly (57),
Robert - Garguillo (56), Marc
Sonentha1- .52), Janet Katz (51),
Eileen B1_o-phy (50), Chip
Hancock ( 49)'; Andy Bartok ( 48),
Steve Linder (48), Daniel Martin
· ( 48), Richard Miller ( 46), and
Beth Griffiths ( 44).
A run-off election held April
22th for the twelfth seat in
Council for the Class of '72
resulted in Herb Yardley's close
-victory ( 44) over Roxanne Repko
(42). The two candidates had tied
in the previous election, each
receiving 5 5-votes. · ·

April 29, 1971

THE INDEPENDENT

Page Fou·r

Editorial
Vandalism

Proving once again that neanderthal man is alive and
well on campus, this past week brought us a small outbreak
of anti-Earth Week destruction. A few weeks ago , a group of
trees were planted along the NSC pathways in connection
with Johnny Appleseed Day. A few days ago, a few of the
trees were mutilated by the now infamous cretin elements on
campus.
The reasons for this apparently senseless destruction are
beyond our comprehension. Just another humorous lark , we
guess, by some carefree, kibitzing campus zanies.
This action, along with general vandalism on campus,
will serve only to give strong support to those people on
campus who would like to see tighter clamps put on the
student body in terms of the restricting of actions and events.
If indeed, this mutilation is attributable to NSC students all
we can say is that in your ignorant actions lie the seed~ of
unwanted reaction by the aforementioned campus elements.

Sound And Fury
Pissed Off!
To the Ed itor:
You really pissed me off this
time . I am referring to yo ur
sarcastic commen t to Richard
Pisz. Whenever someone poses a
different point of view to a
so-called Liberal , he is called
ignorant , paranoid , or said to have
some other sickness of the mind.
Your liberal beliefs are supposed
to be based on equality , justice ,
and freedom. Jf you really believe
the ideas of your type , your
hypo c ritical comment would
never have been printed , You
called Mr. Pisz ignorant. It seems
that someone who had no
constructi\1e answers would have
to prescribe mental illness for
someone who has different ideas.
Your ears are supposed to be
open to both sides of the story.
Maybee (sic) if you cut yo ur hair
and shaved off your beard, you
might be able to think a little
more clearly.
Conservatively yours,
Mike McGurney
Class of '74
EDITOR'S NOTE: Thank you for
your kind and extremely
intelligent comment. It is always a
pleasure to hear from the more
mature, aware faction of the
campus. Your pungent wit in the
first two sentences was caught by
our clever staff, who really
appreciated it. Your closing was
the perfect bon mot for what has
• to be one of the wittiest parodies
we've read in a long time.

name in print at the en d of a
totally uncomprehensib le barrage
of words and bull.
Well, here I am criticizing and
doi ng exact ly wha t I am
criticizing bu t
I have
something constructive to o ffer
and a reason fo r offering it. The
reason first: the impression that
people (non N.S .C.er' s) must get
from reading S. and F. must be
that everyone on this campus
hates everyone else and that
hostility is the common thing. ls
this so? Now: would like to offer
something: Why don' t people who
insist on writing letters stop and
think before submitting them and
instead of attacking, try to
construct. It is done today,
though rarely I'm afraid.
Oh yes, before closing, Hello
Mom and Dad and I'm voting for
Sue Sophmore for class Pres.
Eileen Barton '74
(I just love to see
my name in print)

Paranoid

To the Editor:
In the last three weeks I have
alerted every Federal, state , and
local official about the imminent
invasion of California by the beet
people from o uter space, but no
one will listen. While Capital Hill
sits idily by these vegetable fiends
have been massing for an all-out
attack on our West Coast. l'm sure
I don't have to recount the
"unexplained" occurences that
have been filling the newspapers
with unexplained headlines, the
''mysterious" meteor showers
over Fresno Bay, the death of the
last living koala bear in Decatur
Illinois. . . .
the strange
To the Editor:
Re : vending machines on campus disappearance of my cocker
I would appreciate more spaniel ... the list mounts day by
vending machines on campus, day .
especially those for beverage. The
few we have are usually
Tlie people here won' t listen to
broken and are not always my story either, they just keep
convenient to get to.
giving me more modeling clay.
My main concern is for late You are our nation's last hope.
students who want refreshments Take this letter DIRECTLY to the
after the snack bar closes. This President of the United States and
could be a profitable business.
tell him to put tanks, guns,
Jacques Vincent flamethrowers , DDT and troops
English '72 and all kinds of things at my

'rhirsty

Thank You
With the end of the semester rapidly approaching, the
INDEPENDENT would like, at this time , to formally
congratulate a group of dedicated individuals who have done
a lot to benefit the students of this campus. We are speaking
of College Center Board. In the past year, CCB has given the
students more for their money than in previous years.
CCB has been responsible for the many concerts, plays,
art exhibits, and films that have become a part of Newark
State's way of life. Yet, very seldom are they complimented
for their efforts. We would like to let them know that their
efforts are appreciated. Thanks again.

FRANKLYSPEAKING

1¥·Phil Frank

Hate
Mail
To the Editor:
Why is so much space , ink and
time wasted in printing pretty
Ji t tie pokes at everyone to
everyone about anything. I am
referring to Sound and Fury. No
particular time, no particular
edition, just Sound and Fury in
itself.
Granted, there are constructive
letters written, interesting and
funny little comments on life at
N.S.C., but generally speaking the
whole impression I get from most
of the letters is that S. and F.
serves as a sounding board for
uncons true ti ve criticism at
"hippie " (what an obscene cliche
for something that doesn' t exist "hippies" are "people" , a cliche in
itself) . or as a written debate
between fraternities (Why didn't
you print our picture? or Chi tops
Tau, ad nauseam.) or merely a
chance to see your darling little

personal disposal IMMEDIATELY
- also lots of matches (I have
kerosene .)
N. Bonaparte
Bellvue Hospital
N.Y., N.Y .

Dana Thank
To the Edito r:
Re : Dana Review
The sta ff of Dana Review
wishes to thank all the people
who contributed prose , poetry
and photography for the Spring
issue. Due to lack of funds, only a
minimal amount of material can
be published , but we are grateful
for the large amount submitted .
The Spring issue will be coming
out the first week in May or
thereabouts. Thanks again.
The Dana Staff

Reaction
To the Editor:
1t would be difficult to
disagree with the editorial premise
(Independent, April
J) that
Lieutenant Calley carries a burden
which should be assumed by
others as well. Bu t it is
irresponsible to suggest that, once
a man has been found guilty by a
conscientious jury , after
exhaustive
deliberation, of
perpetrating war atrocities, he
should be declared the victim of a
"miscarriage of justice" and a
candidate for acquittal. It is more
sophistry to hide behind the
smokescreen of the total
criminality of war. (Was our
involvement in the war against
Hitler a "criminal" act?)
The reason "all men on combat
duty in Viet Nam" have not been
judged "guilty of premeditated
murder" is that all these men were
not present with Lieutenant
Calley at My Lai, all these men
did not give orders to kill - or
themselves kill - babies and
pregnant women , and many of
those men who were with Calley
were subsequently sickened and
(Continued on Page 14)
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Page Five

by Bob Abline

We conservatives often have to
endure such labels as "atavistic
fossels," and " antiprogressive."
Thus when we do come up with a
new innovative proposal I claim
the right to at least one headline,
and in that respect I have created
my own. The reason being that
conservatives ( orginators of the
negative income tax now called
guaranteed earnings) have come
up with · another, yes another
totally new, wholly innovative
and throughly radical solution to
the education dilemma.
The solution is widely called
the "voucher plan" and it works
like this. Some agency such as the
state, county or city would give to
the parents of a school aged child
a voucher approximately equal to
what it would cost to educate that
child in the public school system
- say about $800 to $900. The
parent would then send their child
to any school, public or private,
they so desire. The parent would
give the voucher to that particular
school and the school would in
turn obtain a reimbursement from
the issuing agency.
Considering the sickening
malaise that pervades many of our
public school systems one might
think that the voucher plan would
be greeted with open arms by
educators. However, dispite the
growing support for the plan, it is
being bitterly opposed by many,
including the American
Federation of Teachers. The AFT
has called the plan a "tragic
mistake" to which Harvard's Dean
Sizer replies, "we must wonder
whether they mean a tragic
mistake for the country or for the
AFT. Given the condition of the
schools that serve poor
youngsters, it takes a depressing
amount of paranoia to suggest
that we should not even give the
voucher plan · a reasonable trial."
But one might wonder why a
group dedicated to education, as
the AFT is, would be opposed to
a plan that has as its goal to
improve education. Part of the
answer can be seen in a comment
by conservative economist Milton
Friedman. Says Friedman, "The
same thing is wrong with the
school system that is wrong with
the Post Office. The government
monopoly tends to be inefficient
and costly, and most important of
all, it is not responsive to the
wishes of its customers." Now
that's a phrase I would think that
educators would jump on
"responsive to the wishes of its
customers."
What the voucher plan would
do in short is destroy the
monopoly that government now
has on education. It is the simple
principle of competition in a free
and open market place. The
voucher plan would force schools
to either improve the quality of
their education or lose their
students and hence cease to exist.
One reason · the American
Federation of Teachers fears the
plan is because under the existing
system they have security

regardless of their competence.
The voucher plan would require
them to produce results or else.

Of course there are other
objections to the voucher plan
which ought to be given some
consideration. For exam.pie critics
say that this plan would
encourage racial segregation. A
solution to this danger has already
been evolved by a leftist
<;;hristopher Jencks. Jencks says
that under the voucher plan
schools receiving vouchers could
not charge additional tuition. In
short the amount of the voucher
would be the total cost of
educating that child and thus a
poor black would be put on the
same footing as anyone else in a
school accepting vouchers. of
course there would still be private
schools which, however, would
not be allowed to accept
vouchers. On the other hand
Friedman says that city schools
are already dumping grounds for
black students and there is
nothing on the horizon to
improve that situation. He notes
that the public schools of New
York City are the most segregated
Whoever decided to release the
in the nation.
album CELEBRATION (ODE spx
77008) either has a great sense of
humor or a hell of a lot of nerve.
Another objection to the :Everything about this album,
voucher system raised by the AFT from package design to actual
is that it would create content reminds one of the
"h ucksterism" and fads and -albums that are given away at
gimmicks would be used to entice Christmas time by Sears and
unsuspecting parents to put their Roebuck or Singer's.
children into schools built on
The entire album is an exercise
advertising. The implicit premise in banality ranging from Merry
is that parents are not capable of Clayton plodding her way through
discovering what is dishonest from two uninspired versions of "The
what is honest in this respect. Times They Are A Changin" and
Further, one might argue that "Bridge Over Troubled Water,"
parents know about as much of (both of which are guaranteed to
education as they do medicine , upset even the strongest
and if they are allowed to freely stomached music listener) to a
choose a doctor they can frrely drowsy "Let It Be" by Joan Baez.
do the same with a school.
Linda Ronstadt is also on hand
Besides, if the desired result is not to add two very mediocre ditties
satisfactory they can send their as is Kris Kristofferson (Kris is a
child to another school.
bit more lively, at least). The
unexpected show stealers are The
Beach Boys doing an all too short
Perhaps the most that can be version of "Wouldn't It Be Nice"
said of the critics of the plan was and Country Joe McDonald doing
said by administration offical an entertaining "Entertainment ls
Donald Runsfeld. "They fear My Business."
experimentation because it may
If one were to rate this record
call into question their own in terms of its comatose quality it
dogmas and orthodoxies. They are would have to receive three and a
bent on a crusade to stifle efforts half yawn ... near to perfection.
to improve education ... , They All quite harmless, really .. . and
conceal their Fear in a fog of the counter culture goes rolling
educational jargon and claim that along.
only they can evaluate themselves.
After reading an article in the
Los Angeles FREE PRESS which
stated: "In Timber, they have the
It is amusing to watch the
entrenched educators squirm a most exciting, multidimensional
bit. Conservatives have taken an entourage since the Beatles . .. .",
offensive action for a change, we I was really looking forward to
have offered a reasonably sound their first Elektra album BRING
program for correcting a national AMERICA HOME (EKS 74095).
dissaster. The voucher plan is Upon hearing the album, I was
being prepared for use in some initially disappointed ; but I find
communities and even in entire that the more I listen to it, the
states. In an educational system more I like it.
The five member group does
that graduates thousands of high
fine
in the vocal department (with
school seniors unable to read or
Judy
Elliott contributing a really
write, in a system that sends
thousands into college needing smooth style), as well as the
remedial work, this is the least musical intrumentation. Timber
writes their own material, and a
that can be done. '

~
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lot of it is good ... that's all. No
matter how much I listen to the
album, I just can't find a force
that I can latch on to, a feeling of
excitement that seems to be
lacking somehow.
Technically, the album offers a
wide range of styles, from country
to plain old rock. In the rock
catagory, " Witch Hunt" and
"Caught In The Middle" are the
most enjoyable. "The Spirit"
Song" offers fine contrast to the
group's harder side, being a lilting
acoustic offering. "From the Time
I Rise" presents some of the best

vocals on the record, replete with
easing harmonies. All of the above
songs are on side two, the better
half of Timber.
Timber's biggest flaw are their
sometimes overbearing harmonies
that sometimes get in the way of
the compositions, witness " Bring
America Home."
For the most part, Timber's

BRING AMERICA HOME is a
very enjoyable album. At the rate
I'm being assimilated into their
(Continued on Page 9)
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Gregory At
NSC May 5th
On May 5, from noon until
2: 30, College Center Board will
present author- l ecturer-actorcomedian Dick Gregory.
Dick Gregory is a man with a
message . . . a message of freedom
and equality not only for the
Negro but for the entire human
race. He has spent more time in
southern jails, marched in more
demonstrations, prevented more
racial violence and worked harder
for the rights of the Negro than
any other entertainer in America.
His autobiography, "N igger" , has
become a best seller and his new
book "Sermons" for Doubleday ,
]O\:,ks to be an even bigger success.
But more than a commentator ,
more than an author , more than a
comedian, he is a soldier in a war
against hate and bigotry. His
weapons include a complete
personal dedication of his talent
and a razor sharp sense of humor.
His home is in five suitcases, a

garment bag and a tape recorder.
He lives en rou te, stopping to play
countless benefits, deliver church
sermons, lob by in Washington and
speak at colleges and universities
all over the country. Named as the
man most hated by the Ku Klux
Klan he quips, "They're so out of
style, I think they are the only
people in the country who aren't
using colored sheets." A dynamic
and communica tive man, his
message is vital to the fight for
equality in this country and his
experience is first -hand.
Dick Gregory, in addition to
being the great leader in the
Negro' s fight for equality is a top
star of television, stage and
motion pictures. He has toured
the continent, become an
international leader , starred on
Broadway and on the major
television shows, and made a
spectacular motion picture debut
in Sweet Love, Bitter.

\
You are probably familiar with EXPLORE . For two years individuals have been coming together to learn about
t hemselves through interactions with other people. EXPLORE is an encounter group which meets once a week.
Feelings, values, attitudes, and personal problems are shared in an at mosphere of trust and concern.
OPENING UP IS EXPLORING AND EXPLO_RE IS OPENING UP. ·
The following programs are being initiated at no cost for N.S.C. students, faculty , and staff. If you are interested in
participat ing in one of the programs please fi ll out and return t he form to Marcella Haslam, Counseling Office or to Don
Maroun, Student Activities Office in the College Center. You may also contact them for additional information or refer
to the individual trai ners. If you are interested in a program, but not completely sure, then accept an open invitation to
drop in to the fi rst session to look us over. These programs are T ENT ATI V ELY scheduled to begin the week of March
29th, 197 1.

Program : "The Fifty-Minute M icrola b "
L ocati on : Hex R oom
Trainer: Gene Fixler
Time: T uesdays, 3: 0 0•4: 0 0 p. m .
Each week a group will meet to undergo a highly
structured fifty-minute session based upon the theme of
"involvement" S ub-G o al s will con si st o f designs for relaxation of
tension , learning how to be comforta b le in grou p s, and the
analysis o f grou p beh avior. ·
Session s wil l al so be d evo ted to verbal and non-verb al
ex er c i ses, so m e of which will last fo r onl y several mi nu t es wh i le
others w ill requ i r e as m uc h as the ent i re sessi on.
The des ign is based upo n the prem i se that pa r t ic ipa n t s
upo n c o mplet ion o f the series w i ll wan t t o ex perience mo re
int ense human relations train i ng wh i ch can be p ro vided o n an
on-goi ng basi s w ithin the framewor k of the fou r yea r s spen t at
the college. Minimum requirement f or the cour se - "on e dozen
part icipants" for th i s beginning experience in huma n relation s.
Program: Group Experience
Location : Alumni Lounge
Trainer: Marcella Haslam
Time: Th~rsdays, 4:00-6 : 00 p. m.
Group experience in awareness o f perso nal pot,:, ntialities
and growth I n interper sonal relationships. Many of u s a, e aware

of some areas we would like to change, but seem unable to do
so. Other are not aw are of the ways that they are perceived by
o t her s an d are often surprised, hurt an d are d isapp ointed in the
respon se they receive from others. Others simply want to know
about themsel ves and h ow t h ey function.
T his grou p experience will offer an opportunity to try
new w ays of recei v i n g f eedb ack and givi ng feedback to others.
An
En c o unter
Grou p
is alread y
in progress on
W ednesdays 4-6 PM in t he Al umni Lo unge. T ra i n ers : Marcella
Haslam an d D o n Maroun.
Program: " Getting in touch with feelings
and making them count"
Location : Little Theatre
Trainer: Rhoda Feigenbaum
Time : Tuesdays, 4 : 30- 6 : 00 PM
Program: "It's your life Who is
Location: Alumni Lounge
going to live it?"
Time: Wednesdays, 1 :00 3 : 00 PM
Trainer: Phyllis Saperstein
Program : Conflict/Resolution
Location: Alumni Lounge
Trainer: Sam Valla
Time: Thursdays, 1 : 00-3 : 00 PM
Co-trainer: Alice Boyarin
Wherever people are involved, conflicts invariably ex ist.

W hat are the human relat ions conflicts that exist at N -. S.C.? What
pa r t of t hese conflicts reside on yourself, which often inhibit
maximum re sults and producti v ity? Can these conflicts be
recognized and d ealt with successfully? Why not work within a
group of like-mind ed people and analyze various ty pes of
con fli ct s t h at may be impairi n g you . Learn to recognize and d eal
w ith con flicts t h ose t hat are destructive and those tha t are
hel p f u l as w ell as n ecessary to perso nal gro wth .
Program: An Exploration of
·
Sexual Identity
L ocation : Alumni Lounge
Trainers : Don Maroun and
Marilyn lrlbeck
Time : Fridays, 1 : 00- 3 : 00 PM
Th e traditional
rol es that
society
h as dic tated :
Mascu Ii n e- s tr ong,
tough,
unemot i onal ,
pr o vider;
Femin i ne- pretty, motherly , helpless, em o tiona l , in many way s
do not allow us the freedom to act as we feel .
The Heterosexual- homosexual aspects o f o ur sexual
interest will be explored. This program is design ed to help people
come to terms with the polarities inside themselves and to foster
personal growth and understanding of others.

---------------------------------------. ----~
I would like to be considered as an applicant for ................. .
. . .............................................. .Program.
·Signature

Please print name

---------------------------~----------------
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Emko research has produced
a new applicator for applying
foam contraceptive . . • new
Emko Pre-Fil features an applicator that can be filled in
advance of use .. . up to a week
ahead of time.
The filling of an applicator at
the time of need can be emotionally disruptive .. . can lead
to " skipping" . .. Emko Pre-Fil
is a way· to help overcome
th is problem ... to assure
· better family planning.
Emko Pre-Fil . . . highly effective, substantially free from
side effects, easy to use. Ask
your physician about EMKO•
and EMKO PRE-FIL™·
Available at drug stores everywhere without prescription.
TM£ e."4KOCOMPANY . ST. L:OU18 , MO.

535 MAIN STREET

10% Discount to Students
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I N wark N J Los Ange les, Cal. , Pabst . Ga .
PABST BREWING COMPAN Y • M i lwa ukee , Wi s., Peoria He,ghts, I I. , e
, . .,

For Sale:
•
Beautiful velvet couch, 4 living room tables, 3 large
lamps 1 brass dining room f IX
.
. t ure.
All ex,cellent condition. Call Mu7-2720 after 5 or all day
Sunday.
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~

965-2050

All MaJor
.
& Minor Repairs -

10% Discount on Repairs for

.

353-9269
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The F.B.Eye
By Dick Gregory

It's taken a long, long time, but
finally the persons who have been
on the receiving end of J. Edgar
Hoover's surveillance activities are
beginning to strike back. On April
6, Rep. Hale Boggs of Louisiana
spoke from the floor of the House
of Representatives, comparing
Hoover to Hitler and Stalin and
condemning the practice of
keeping members of Congress
under surveillance.
The April 9 issue of Life
magazine designated Hoover as
the Emperor of the FBI, carrying
a cover photo which clearly
placed him in symbolic line with
some of the more notorious
emperor of the Roman Empire
and a few pages of copy which
indicate the problems of a· man
who has been too strong too long.
Senator Edmund Muskie
picked up the chorus the next
week condemning the FBI
surveillance of speakers at the
April 22, 1970, Earth Day rally in
Washington, of which Sen. Muskie
was one. Sen. Muskie called such
activity "intolerable in a free
society" and "a dangerous threat
to fundamental constitutional
rights," suggesting that if an
antipollution rally is considered
suspect by the FBI then no
political activity in America is
safe.
The next day the New York
Ti mes told of an FBJ informant
going into the office of Rep. John
Dowdy of Texas last year with a
tape recorder strapped to his
back, thus giving a new definition
to the concept of spinal support.
Of course, there has been
warnings before. Most notable was
the information in Justice William
0 . Douglas' book which spoke of
the FBI practice of wiring hotel
rooms, equipping them with
two-way mirrors and other
bugging devices. So the telling of
what the FBI has been up to for
quite some time was nothing new.
It's just that in unprecedented
proportions of late we're seeing
some prominent people who have
been bugged by the FBI getting
"bugged" in return.
The impact of such
unprecedented criticism can be
measured in President Nixon's
compulsion to launch a defense of
J. Edgar Hoover as the President
spoke before a banquet of the
American Society of Newspaper
Editors. The President praised
Hoover as "nonpolitical and
nonpartisan," thereby joining the
ranks of Presidents who have been
afraid to blast the Hoover image.
Tom Wicker in Life magazine
quotes former President Lyndon
Johnson as indicating the hope
that Hoover would last in his job
longer than LBJ would last in his.
Said LBJ : "I don't want to be the
one who has to pick his
successor."
Therein lies the problem so
many people are just beginning to
wake up to at this late date. The
FBI has grown so powerful and
independent under the direction
of J . Edgar Hoover that it can tap
the phones, bug the hotel rooms,
and otherwise watch the private
actions of priests, nuns, ministers,
lawyers, college professores, civil
rights workers, d octors,
government officials, etc. without

any curb on its activities. When
such a network of surveillance
grows to the magnitude it now has, the time is very close when
no one in America is safe.
Which brings us to the real
issue - that of defining the
legitimate role of the FBI . The
FBI has become totally hung up
on Director Hoover's obsession
with his personal view of "internal
Security" at the expense of the
real function of the Bureau. The
FBI should be the number one
agency in the country which
throws the fear of justice into the
real outlaws and criminals in our
society. By definition the FBI
should be the investigating agency
involved in the apprehension of
criminals rather than the
self-appointed guardian of internal
security.
A quick look at the FBI's 16
Most Wanted list will indicate
what has happened to its own
self-image. The list, by the way,
has grown from 10 to I 6 precisely
because the Bureau is so hung up
on "internal security." Half of the
current list is comprised of
persons wanted for socalled left
wing radical political activity.
Without them, the FBI would
only have an 8 Most Wanted list.
And isn't it odd that of the
entire list of 16 there is not one
dope pusher, not one dope
smuggler, not one person involved
in the illicit traffic of narcotics in
any form? Any neutral outside
observor would have to look at
the FBI Most Wanted list and say
that narcotics is not a problem in
America.
Of course the observor would
be partially right. It's no_t a
problem the FBI seems to want to
be concerned with. The Bureau is
more co ncerned with the
destruction of a university
Mathematics building than the life
of a nine-year-old kid.

NOTICE :

Humble Pie

(Continued

from Page 5)

music, in time, I may be saying
they're more creative than the
Beatles.
I must admire HEADS HANDS
AND FEET (CAPITOL svbb-680)
no matter how good or bad they
are. For a relatively unknown
group to release a double album as
their debut requires a lot of nerve.
Most double albums can't hold
my interest for the duration of
the music. I can only think of a
few that have and those are great
exceptions (Cocker, Clapton, and
the Mothers). Well, Heads Hands
& Feet don't offer enough to
sustain my attention, but they
come awfully close ... which is
almost as good.
Their sound alternates between
rock and lush ballads ... both can
be quite pleasing. Tony Colton's
vocals are excellent, espically on
slow numbers like " Song For

LET US HELP YOU
Summer

Theater:

Aud i tions

fo r

Call us now (collect) and
one of our dedicated staff
will answer your questions
about placement in Clinics
and accredited Hospltals
in New York City .

Open
" Hello

Dolly" May 2nd, 4 p.m.,
at

St .

James

Amboy

Suzie" and "Little Bit Lonely."
Along with " Delaware" and "I
Wish You Knew Me," these
numbers constitute the best side
of HH&F.
Where the group messes up is
in trying to get a double record
set out of some average material.
The band churns its way through
excellent material, rock-wise, like
"I'm In Need Of Your Help,"
"Tirabad," and "The More You
Get The More You Want;" but
then tries to get the same mileage
out of normal stuff like "Pete
Might Spook The Horse."
In toto, the group comes across
quite will, combining full vocals
with harsh backing (some really
nice guitar work) for a better than
average sound. HEADS HANDS
AND FEET scores in the plus
column.

With the addition of Steve
Ma riott, ex-Small Faces lead
singer, Humble Pie has set
themselves up for contention in
the ranks of top rock groups.
Their new album ROCK ON
(A&M SP 4301) is a fine example
of simplicity used to its fullest
measure of effectiveness. Humble
Pie bursts through standard rock
variations with as much glee as
someone who has just discovered
a new form of music altogether.
All the songs are exceedingly
will done, so to single one or two
out would be an impossibility.
They have the English formula of
rock down to a tee, and milk it
for all they can. Strong vocals are
attacked by burst of whining
guitar and amplified by soul
choruses. The drums plod on and
the music builds to a grand finale.
Humble Pie: ROCK ON ....
excellent rock.

S.C.A.T.E. LECTURE
CALVIN REED SPEAKS ON OUT

LOW COST
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK

School,

Avenue,

CALL ANYTIME (collect)
(212) 371-6670
or
(212) 759-_6810

Woodbridge.

WOMEN'S
PAVILION
INC.

All parts open
Contact Bob Patten

OF SCHOOL PROGRAM
FOR DROP-OUTS

634-6106
'Scientific Computer Matching

Meet Your Ideal Mate

All Ages -

" It

E ntire U .S.A . -

r eally

w or ks ,"

E st. 1966

accl a im

t housands of our h appi ly t eamed
couples
Send for F R EE quest ion naire

TEAM Project
1270 Broadway, NYC 10001

April 29th, Thursday, Sloan Lounge 1: 40
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Lightest pastel shadow

Soft, smooth pencil
for shapely brow.

FACTS ABOUT AMPHETAM * Methods of Using:
WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT
When used as prescribed ,
AMPHETAMINES?
amphetamines are generally taken

The amphetamines are a group
of synthetic stimulants that have
been used medically as appetite
inhibitors and for relieving mild
depression. They are useful in
treatment of hyperkineti c
brain-damaged children and in
management of narcolepsy . Many
p e op l e t ake overdo ses of
prescribed amphetamines. Others
take illicitly obtained
amphetamines to produce
excitement and euphoria (a sense
of well-being).
The most commonly used
a mphe t amin es
are
dextroamphetamin e sulphate
(De x edrine or Bi-Phetamine),
methamphetarnine hydrochloride
(Methedrine or Desoxyn), and
amphetamine sulphate
(Benzedrine). Amphetamines are
popularly known as pep pills.
Methamphetamine, especially in
injectable form, is often referred
to as speed, crystal, or meth.
*Appearance:
Amphetamin e s are white
crystalline powders usually sold in
tablets or capsules of various sizes,
shapes, and colors. They are also
available in powder form or in
solution (in ampoules for
injection).
*Type of Ac tion:
Amphetamines are chemically
similar to adrenalin, an alerting
hormone produced in the human
body, and to drugs such as
ephedrine which have been used
for centuries in the form of plant
products.

JOIN AN
EXPEDITION
The American Explorers Association is currently recruiting
applicants for salary-paid summer and fall positions with
private and institutional-affiliated expeditions to North and
South America, Africa and the
Far East.
Positions are available for
both experienced and inexperienced male and female students
in all fields. Students with interest and/or orientation in languages, engineering, archeology,
art, photography, teaching and
all natural sciences are of special
interest.
To apply complete a one page
typed resume that includes the
following information: name,
address, age, phone, relevant
work or recreational experience,
education and/or areas of special
interest, dates available, name(s)
of other students with whom
you wish to work, and any other
pertinent information.
In May your edited resume
will be included in our Directory
which will be sent to over 100
affiliated groups, organizations
and institutions actively planning overseas expeditions.
Send your resume with $6.00
processing fee to :
American Explorers Association
P. 0. Box 13190
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101
Kindly complete and mail
your resume no later than May
15, 1971.

by mouth as capsules or tablets.
Some users of illicitly obtained
amphetamines also take tablets or
capsules. Some sniff amphetamine
powder. Some inject the drugs.
Some combine two or more
methods.
* Short-term Effects:
Amphetamines act on the
sympathetic and central nervous
systems and on certain metabolic
pr o cesses. Respiration and
circulation are speeded up. Pupils
are dilated. Appetite is
suppressed. Shortly after taking
moderate oral doses, users become
more alert and energetic and can
carry on activities for longer
periods before becoming tired.
Many report increased
concentration ; they believe ,
sometimes mistakenly, that their
work has improved.
With larger doses, users become
talkative and restless. They are
excited, euphoric, and more
self-confident than usual. Dryness
of mouth , sweating and
sleeplessness are common.
With still larger doses, these
effects are more pronounced.
There are nearly always some
other psychological effects such as
a sense of power of superiority,
nervousness, irritability , anxiety ,
memory lapses, or hallucinations.
Sexual desire is sometimes
heightened , sometimes eliminated.
Rapid-fire speech, blurred vision ,
dizziness, tremors, headache,
diarrhea, palpitations. and cardiac
arrhythmias have also been
reported.
Large intravenous doses
produce a "rush" : sudden,
overwhelming euphoria.
*Duration of Action:
This depends on user and dose.
Amounts ordinarily prescribed
affect most people for about three
or four hours. Abusers, however,
may begin with a massive
intravenous dose and take more
every few hours to maintain a
"run" . Some stay awake and high
for a long as 72 hours before
"crashing" - i.e. , sinking into a
long sleep followed by depression.
Chronic highdose oral users may
stay high, $lee ping occasionally,
for several weeks.
* Hazards:
Physical risks of frequent and
heavy use include weakness, skin
trouble, nutritional problems,
ul c ers , pneumonia , and
con vulsions. Serum hepatitis,
sometimes a result of using
unsterilized needles, can cause
permanent liver damage that may
produce chronic illness and
pr e mature death. Particularly
large doses of amphetamines
occasionally cause sudden death
from cerebral hemorrhage or
cardiovascular collapse.
Use of am phetarnines to
increase stamina may impose
strain on systems of the body by
artificially prolonging stress.
Accidental overdoses occur
among small children who find
tablets and capsules and eat them
as "candies", and among adults
whose developing tolerance makes
them uncertain as to proper
dosage.
(Continue d on Page 14)
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Petal shades for
color and contour.
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All Eyes Kit
Now there's a compact that holds
all you need for beautiful eyes.
The new Maybelline All Eyes Kit.
And it's specially designed for all eyes
.. . in kits for blondes, brownettes,
and brunettes.
Each kit has a pencil for a shapely
brow. Three shadows with applicator
to shade, shape, and highlight.
Cake Liner with fine-line brush.
And a special feature, famous
Maybelline Ultra Lash
Mascara. All packed
into the most compact
compact there is!

The finest in eye make-up, ye t sensibly priced.

WANT QUALITY
CONTRACEPTIVES?

•

••

Wooding

Statiom-y
TIE

•

COROLLA PRINTING CO.

•

HlLLSIDE, N. J.

•

Ofrl"'IC€ HOURS

av

Af'ft01NTM£NT

926-38415

•
•
•

e
CAREERS
Panel Discussion
TODAY
May 6, 1 :40 p.m.
Downs Hall, Gormal Lounge
N.S.C. Alumni participating
All Students Invited

Once upon a time, the best male contraceptive~ tha~ money
could euy were in your local drugstore. That time 1s gone.
Today the world's best condoms come from England, and •
are a~ailable in America.Jm!l. from

••
••
•

•

••
•
•

POPULATIOS PLANNING
the exclusiv e U .S . distributoi: for . t wo rem a rkable ( an d

highly popular) Bntish condoms-sc1entlf1cally sh~ped N uForm
arrd superfine Fetherlite-And we make the m ava1Jable through
the privacy of the mails. Both are superbly fine and _hghtlighter than drugstore brands . They a v erage 1.25 gms aptE:ce to
be precise . These contraceptives are made by LR lnd1,1stnes o l
London, the world 's largest m a nufa cturer of contra_cepttve products. They not only meet rigorous U .S . FDA spec1flcattons, but
are made to British Government Standard 3704 as weJI . You
won't find a more reliable condom anywhere.
Our illustrated brochure t e lls yo u all a b o ut Fetherlite a nd
NuForm And about seven other Ame rican bra nds which we have
carefuJly selecte d from the m ore th a n o n e h undred k inds availa ble
today. And we explain the difference s.
.
We also h ave nonpresc r iptio n foam o r w o m e n a nd a "'.Ide
variety of books a nd p a mphlets o n btrtQ _'('ontrol, se x , populat1on,
and ecology .
_
Want mor e informa tio n ? It 's free. Just....end u s your n!'me and
address. Better still , for o n e d o llar w e ' IJ sen d y ou a ll the information plus two Fetherlite sa m ples a nd o n e NuForm . For fou r dollars
you'll get the b r och u re plu s t h r ee e ach o f five different condom
brands (including both Impo rts) . All corresponden ce _and merchandise is s hipped in a plain cov e r to protect y our pnva cy, and we
gua rantee your m oney b ack if y ou 're not sa tisf ied with our products .
Why wait '/

••
••

POPULATION PLANNING ASSOC .
Box 2556-N, Chapel Hill, N . C. 27514' '

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gentlem e n : Plea se send me : _ _ Your free brochure and price •
list a t no obligation , _ _ Three sa mples for $1. - - Deluxe •
·sampler p a cka ge for $4 .

Name------------------

Addre•
City•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Stat..__ _ _ _ _ Zip,_ _ __

••

April 29, 1971
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Concert Comng
The College Center Boa rd will
present SEALS AND CROFTS in
a spec ial pre-exam "gift" concert
on Sunday , May 16 at 8 p.m. in
the TPA . Appearing along with
SEALS AND CROFTS will be
JO NA THAN EDWARDS .
T he
disti n c t ive ,
ma ndolin-dom inated sound of
SEALS AND CROFTS easily
makes them the most unique folk
uo in the bu siness. They blend
divergent musical elements with a
skill a nd naturalism th a t
transcends commercial eclectism.
Theirs is refreshing music ,
unique and extremely descriptive .
If you get images in your head ,
depending on your fram e of mind ,
then the music is successful.

Classified
King size water mattress
$39 ppd . Finest quality.
Guaranteed. ·Manufacturer
seeks local distributor. Contact
Steve Boone , Industrial
Fabrics , Inc., 735 South
Fidalgo Street, Seattle, Wash.
98108 . Tel. 206-7368911.
Ambitious Men of all trades
to ALASKA and the YUKON ,
around $2800 a month. For
complete information write to
Job Research, P.O. Box J6 1,
Stn A., Toronto , Ont. Enclose
$3 to cover cost. ·
Paid math and reading
tutors needed for elementary,
Jr. and Sr. high students. Must
have own transporta_tion and
live in general area of
Westfield. Call between 10 a.m.
and 3 p.m. 233-6121. Ebronix
Learning Center, 221 Lenox
Ave., Westfield, N.J.
Students earn money
addressing envelopes. Details
send 25 cents and stamped
se l f-addressed envelope to
J.H.S. Enterprises, Box 603,
Hillside, N .J. 07205.
Quality Bridal Gown, size
10. White Peaudesoie also
headpiece and fingertip vie!.
Excellent condition .
MU8-9029.

ABORTION AID

~

The Council on Abortion ,
esearch & Education (NonProf it) provides free information and referral assistance
regarding legal abortion_.
limited financial aid is also
available. Inquiries are
completely cont identialJ

Call:
(212) 682-6856

PREGNANT?
Need Help?
F u r ,a-, -, i,,ta"'-=.t- i• 'J~t a ; r i :--g
a l eg a l a bo r tio ., ir""t ec1ia te l -.
i·· Ne,,, Yort-. C itv at r1 i ni,~ul
coc, l

878 ·5 80J
754 - 54 71
524 - 4781
9 2 2 - 0777
ti EW YOR t ( 2 I 2 ) S8 2 • 4 7 4 0
SAM· I 0 PM · 7 D~ Y S ~ \/EE K

CAL L:

PHIL ~. 1 2151
MI AMI ( 305)
~T LANT A( 404)
C~ I CAG0( 31 2 )

ABORTION REFERRAL
-SERVICE (ARS), INC.

SEALS AND CROFTS crea te
vibran t images . . . they are two
medieval troubadors, roaming the
countryside . ...
They write in baroque couplets
and play their stringed boxes (all
kinds) like harpsichords lost from
a Handel's water music boat ride.
It is mu sic that may not appeal to
younger listeners becau se it has
outgrown adolescent id entities.
SEALS AND CROFTS are
fantastically effective in concert,
performing simply, with ju st their
m a ndolin , a guitar, and an
accompanying bass ·player,
without the overproduction that
flawed their first album .
They will be appearing in ONE
concert only. Tickets are $1.49,
and will be on sale at the Services
Desk, College Center, Beginning
on Friday, April 30 . Two tickets
will be allowed per NSC I.D., and
no tickets will be sold to
outsiders. All seats will be
reserved.

S EALS and CUOFTS

Seeking Roots Or Europe On 60¢ A Day
by Roberta Solomon
Scotland , just to the north of
England in the British Isles,
houses the two beautiful major
cities of Glasgow and Edinburgh
(pronounced Edinb oro) , a
considerable number of
interlocking lakes (lochs), and
what seemed to be an infinite
number of peaceful, friendly small
towns complete with their very
own castles, plaid pattern, and
blend of scotch. Each town also
has a youth hostel or bed and
breakfast house. The roads
connecting all the towns are well
paved , but sparsely travelled . A
Scotsman is aware of this as he
sees you standing on the side of
the road, and almost everyone will
stop for a hitch-hiker. I had cars
pull over, laden with summer
· vacation goods and children
crawling out of the windows, to
apologize
that there wasn't
enough room for me, but if there
had been they would have been
glad to take me! That' s courtesy!
Several times when I was pi~ked
up by families they treated me to
dinner, and then invited ·me to
stay in their home for the night,
which is probably the best way to
learn about a group of people.
Even in the bustling streets of
Edinburgh people smile and say
hello and will go out of their way
to help you if you're lost.
Edinburgh is a town built around

HAVE THE
LOWEST COST
SAFE, LEGAL

ABORTION
IN NEW YORK
SCHEDULED
IMMEDIATELY.
(212) 490-3600
24 HOURS / 365 DAYS
PROFESSIONAL
SCHEOULING SERVICE, Inc.
545 Fifth Ave., New York City 10017
Thet'e

is

a tee klf our ser vice

the Edinburgh Castle , which
overlooks the city from its
pedestal atop a rolling hill. From
almost any street in the city one
can look up and see the
magnificent castle. It is still
occupied as a residence, but the
formal entertainment wings and
war museums are open for public
scrutiny and should not be
missed. In the winding streets
behind the castle are dozens of
tiny shops that specialize in
matching the right plaid with the
right clan. I' was amazed at the
number of differenct plaids that
are made. The history behind it is
very. interesting. In the olden
days, each territory was populated
by a family or clan, and
depending on the vegetation in
the area (because originally the
dyes were natural dyes) they
would weave cloth in decorative
patterns so their family would be
easily recognizable. All native
Scotsmen know what clan they
belong to, and usually what their
plaid looks like. '
The main drag in Edinburgh is
called Princes Street, where most
of the banks and the American
Express Office is. The money and
the postage are the same as in
England, although they have their
own bills printed up and had a set
of stamps made honoring the
Commonwealth Games last
summer. Scotland is the place to
buy woolens, and if you're brave
enough, you can find your way to
the Shetland Islands up north and

i-Abortion
! In.formation
I
-· :g~~--1 • CERTIFIED ·GYNEC~STS

I
I
:

• CHOICE

OF TOP NIVATE
CLINICS AND HOSmAu

(212) TR

7-8562

BUY A TIN OF
COOKIES
TO HELP
BUY· A BUS
FOR NEEDY CHILDREN

HELP WANTED
Summer jobs hard to find? Be your own boss! Save your
customers money. Distribute health and beauty aid products.
Earn excellent profits. Call Mr. Kaye evenings - 736-0232, or
send name, address, and phone to: House of Seventeen Ltd. 19
Roosevelt Avenue, West Orange, N.J. 07052 C/0 Mr. Kaye.

(Continu ed on Page 14)

Notice
7:00 p.m. May 11 - Little
Theatre

-

The original

DOG BREATH FJLMS an hour selection of short

experimental films in 16
mm.

Includes

"P.S.",

"Inner Light," "On the
Good

Ship

Lillipop,"

"Ballin the jack," "Next

ONLY

Day," "Wigway," "Have
You Seen My Little Sue,"

ONE

"Do You- Need A Pari of
Pliers," "Kalp," "This is

DOLLAR

Your War -

This is My

·war," "Besorme Mucho,"

Al I lnqulrl•• Confldentl~

---------------

tourquoise waters of Loch
Lomond , banked by rolling hills
blush with emerald green
vegetation seem to come out of a
fairy tale. If you catch this or any
other loch in the early morning
hours, you can watch the morning
mist lift slowly and let the sun
shine in. At night it is the
veritable place where Macbeth and
his lady might have pranced
about. You can take a ride around
the loch and stop off at some of
the small towns that bank it. The
people will welcome you, and you
can stop and chat and have fish
and chips with them. The.national
drink, besides the obvious scotch,
is beer, and to be in a bar and
casually mention that you are a
foreigner might · stir up the old

Notice

• WITHIN
APPOINTMl!NTS AVAII.AaUI
2-4 HltS.

I
MRS. SAUL
lcERTIFIED AIORTION IIEFERU

!

watch the sheep being shorn for
Shetland wool.
Glasgow , although most people
will say you shouldn't visit it, is
very much like New York City,
and I found the people warm and
hospitable. The contrast from
Edinburgh is obvious. Edinburgh
is not an industrial city, Glasgow
is. The Edinburgh streets are clean
and the parks are beautiful.
Glasgow doesn't have much in the
way of parks, and many of the
streets are littered with industrial
soot and other human litter.
However, just a short one hour
train ride will take you to the
"bonnie bonnie shores of Loch
Lomond." As you leave the steam
stacks and coal fields of Glasgow
behind, a new Scotland comes
into view. The rolling hills and

"Genesis II," others.

And They Even

Best film show on campus
.this year.

Taste Good! I!

..·.·.·.'.'.' 'S~a~········ · · · AiCf.FOr··NeV\fa~k ·
Lecture
on these drugs. (Barbiturate
dependence is believed by many
to be the most dangerous form of
physical dependence.)
Finally, analysis of illicit drugs
in the l aboratodes of the
Addiction Research Foundation
has indicated that some tablets
and capsules sold as
amphetamines contain some other
drugs instead. Taking an unknown
drug can be especially hazardous.
* Treatment:
Withdrawal from heavy
amphetamine abuse is
accompanied by severe mental
depression but not, apparently, by
serious physical withdrawal
symptoms. Because of the
possibility of complications such
as malnutrition, pneumonia, and
Amphetamine abusers hepatitis, however, a physician
sometimes experience aggressive should be consulted.
impulses leading to anti-social Psychotherapy is often indicated.
behavior (e_g, attacks on other
WHAT IS NOT KNOWN
people). Those who drive risk
ABOUT
AMPHETAMINES?
accidents caused by this
aggressiveness or by dizziness, * How common is psychological
del u sions, h allucinations, or dependence in therapeutic use? In
exhaustion. There is evidence that non-therapeutic use?
amphetamine abusers have even * Does physical dependence
higher traffic accident rates than develop? If so, what is its extent
abusers of alcohol, barbiturates, and nature?
* How are people under medical
or tranquillizers.
t reatment with amphetamines
Am phetamines interact in affecte d by other drugs in various
quantities - e.g. marihuana, LSD,
various ways with other drugs.
alcohol, anti h istamines,
They can transform a sleepy
anesthetics? How are chronic
drunk into a wide-awake, active
one . Use d with LS D , large-dose users of amphetamines
affected by these other drugs?
methamphetamine prolongs and
* Does chronic large-dose use,
intensifies the LSD experience.
T he u p -and-d own cycle of e spic ally by needle, involve
long-term hazards other than
amphetamine and barbiturate use
can lead to combined dependence
those listed above?

*

(Contin ued fro m Page 12)

Psychological risks include
severe de p ression, paranoid
psych o sis with delusions of
p ersecution , an d drug
dependence.
When taken as usually
prescribed, tolerance to
amphetamines builds . up slowly.
With larger doses, it develops
more rapidly. Soon it takes more
amphetamine to produce the same
effect. Some people increase their
doses still more to heighten the
experience. Those who inject
amphetamines are especially likely
to become dependent: some
develop a "needle habit"
dependence on the act of
injecting.

April 29th
SCATE Lecture I :40 Thurs.,
April 29th, in Sloan Lounge.
Calvin Reed from the
Neighborhood Youth Corps will
speak on Out of School Program
for drop-outs. All the college
community are invited and urged
to attend. Come and listen and
find out what is going on
concerning the failure of our
educational system. Opportunities
for you to help and discuss
concerning the problem of
·drop-outs.

(Continued from Page 4)

guilt-ridden by what they saw and
did.
The ugliest blight this war has
laid upon our country is neither
the economic nor the generational
problem. It is the loss of much of
our basic humanity and civility,
the drying up of the well of
generosity and pity, the moral
blindness and servility for which
an entire nation once stood
accused in the dockets of
Nuremberg.
Bernard Weinstein,
Department of English

Exams
Why not run the exam
schedule in the " Independent" as
a service to students?
Disgruntled

by Steve Band
see containers of
cookies on sale during the next
couple of weeks around campus
take the time to buy a box. It's a
student project to help buy a bus
for some fantastic kids who come
from the underpriviledged side of
town. The cookies sell for a dollar
a c~mtainer and even taste good.

If you

Thank you
consideration.

for

your

Women Lib's
Meeting ·
Thurs. April 29th

1:40
W311
"Women:
The Double Bind"

ABORTION

can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calli ng

The Problem Preguncy
Referral Service
215-722-5360
24 hou rs-7 days
fo r professiona l, confidential
and carina help.

ATTENTION

To the Editor:
To: Janet Katz and
Elaine Gaffga, and others,
Thanks, for giving up your
time and weekend to run the
carnival booth, and represent the
Freshman class.
The Freshman Executive Board

Dana

ABORTION
Only Gynecologists and
general hospitals used.
Immediate Placement
Confidential
Phone ·
(212) 832-2345
ABORTION PLACEMENT
SERVICE

think, and pregnancies of up t o
12 weeks can be terminated for

$175.00
including doctors fees, laboratory tests, all med icatio n &
referral fee . Hospital and Hos•
pital affiliated clinics only. Sa'8,
Confidential, Im mediate.
call

(212) 838-0710
24 ho urs - 7 days
Wo man's Aid & Gu ida nce Group
40 E. 54th St. N.Y., N.Y. 10022

JEWISH STUDENT
and
FACULTY
DR. MILSON ,
PROFESSOE AT

IN ISRAEL,
WILL SPEAK ON
"ARAB ATTITUDES

Is

TOWARD ISRAEL"
WILLIS 100
Tuesday, May 4 1:40

Coming

Please attend! ! ! !

,
I

.

On

Scotsmen to buy you a round of
drinks, then another and another,
and that's often how the evenings
pass. They think it's good and
healthy that a lady drinks, and the
American concept of a girl that
goes into a bar is nonexistent in
Scotland .
A beautifully kept but
fortunately little touristed area is
Stirling and its castle. The Youth
Hostel is the Argyle Lodging, a
rambling residence that comes
close to a castle without actually
fla unting the name. Up the road is
the Stirl ing Castle, which
over l ooks the b eautiful
countryside and the old and now
deteriorati ng Cambuskenneth
Abbey. This is a place that
shouldn't be missed.
If you head up further north
towards Inverness where the

ABORTION ·
ABORTION
can be less costly than you may

NSC

HEBREW U.

(Con tinued from Page 13)

A professional

that is safe,
legal &•
•
1nexpens1ve

NOTICE:

Thanks

Europe

OPEN

Community

volunteering their tutoring and
counseling services, either here on
campus or designated places in the
City of Newark, are requested to
contact Mr. Pete Zanias at the
S.C.A.T.E. office in the College
Center Building (Phone No.
351-2050). Mr. Zanias with the
support of the Office of Dean of
Students will attempt to establish
contact with the authorities of the
City of Newark to facilitate this
much needed enterprise.
We know you join with us in
extending the good offices of the
College community to the people
of the City of Newark. The time is
now. They need your help. ·

More Sound & Fury

----------------------;-

N.S.C.
Helps

As you are no doubt aware , the
Newark teachers' strike has just
terminated. The children of
Newark have been without
education for a period of eleven
weeks. Such a loss in educational
exposure places these youngsters
in a situation of extreme hardship.
Accordingly, in the interest of
reaffirming our commitment to
the imperatives of our urban
community and to its citizens, we
would like to call upon all
members of the College
community to join with us in our
efforts to aid the children of the
City of Newark.
Persons interested in

pregnancies up to 12
weeks tenninate~ from
$175.00

Medication, Lab Tests
Doctors fees included
Hospital & Hospital
affiliated clinics.
(212) TR

7-8803

24 hours-7 days

PHYSICIANS REFERRAL
We know we can help you , even if
it'•. just to talk to someone.

60'

perfect Kings English is
supposedly spoken, the roads will
be carved through the grazing
lands of the many sheep that give
Scotland its plentiful wool. You
can see them color coded for age
and quality, literally nosing right
up against the road.
For the more adventurous of
us, you can go to Loch Ness and
try to find the Loch Ness
monster, affectionately called
Nessie. She hasn't appeared in a
few years, and there are rumors
that she has died due to increased
water poll u tion , but the
enchantment of the ledgend
makes it a very popular place.
Have a good time. ·
Next week, SPAIN

=-~OVERSEAS JOBS
~OR STUDENTS
Aus tr al ia, Europe, S.
America, Afri ca, Etc. All
professions & occupati ons,
$ 700-$ 3 , 000 mont hl y.
Expenses paid, overtime,
si gh t see i ng . Free
info rmation - Write:
TWA Research Service
Box 5591 -A
San Diego, CA 92105.
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Lacrosse Team Drops ·Two
by Bill Stark

The NSC Lacrosse team , which
is wracked by injuries played
excellent lacrosse but still lost two
heartbreaking games. The defense
suffered the most as it lost
starting goalie Gary Pieretti for
the year and defensemen Mike
Cleary for two weeks. With a total
revamped line-up the Squires took
the field against Fairleigh
Dickinson University on
Wednesday. With midfielder Bob
Della Pia playing goal, a totally
new position to him , the rest of
the team knew they had to play
twice as hard . Roger Murphy and
Frank Tedesco started in the
defense along with regular Dennis
McGarrity.

The first quarter was a
tremendous defensive battle with
Della Pia playing very well. Ten
seconds remained in the period
when Mike Natale lobbed a pass
over the goal which was tapped in
by John McFadden to give the
Squires a 1-0 lead. FDU tied the
score in the second quarter but
Ron Stone put the Squires back ·
on top with a 30 foot shot with ·
three men on him . FDU scored
again to take a 3-2 halftime lead.
After the half, FDU scored 3
more goals to put them ahead 6-2.
In the fourth quarter Jeff Miller
singlehandedly put NSC back in
the game with two quick goals.
That was the extent of the scoring
and Newark lost 6-4.

Saturday afternoon NSC
played host to Dowling College.
The Squires took a quick 3-0 lead
on goals by Mike Natale, Ron
Stone and Jeff Miller. Dowling
then scored four goals in a row to
take a 4-3 lead at halftime. Ron
Stone scored 3 goals in the second
half but Dpwling scored five goals
and we lost 9-6.
The lacrosse team is hurting
this year because of injuries and
ineligibility of some players.
Anybody wishing to play would
be appreciated tremendously . If
interested contact Mr. Waterman.
This year as last, the same ten

Tennis Team
Splits Two
by Bill Stark

Squire Outclass
DICK
Drew
GREGORY

by Bob Leblein
Squires scored six more times in
Newark State's bats ·came alive the eighth to rap it up.
as they rapped out 16 hits in
To J. Hedstrom:
beating Drew 14-3. The victory
So you play tennis? And
the 5th in twelve games. After
all this time I thought you
spotting Drew 3 unearned runs in ·
were on the baseball team. Saw
the first inning Roger Schreiner
your picture in "Lamp Post
shut the door in allowing Drew
67"; I was a puny soph when
only 6 singles through 8 innings.
you graduated. (Only I didn't
Mike Ianella pitched the ninth and
had no trouble. With the score 3-1
graduate from KHS.) Small
world, isn't it? (P.S. Down
the Squires erupted for 6 runs in
the fourth thanks to Lou
with purple Barracudas,
remember "only Mustang
Ferrante's 2 run homerun, Charlie .
makes it happen").
Robbins' 2 run single and Ron
SPN, I 13
... G<>Jfaden's Studebaker triple. The_

people are coming to watch the team you are still allowed to go.
lacrosse team. The players The next two games . are home.
appreciate the people who attend Saturday - NSC vs. York College,
but ten people cheering you on I :00; Wednesday - May 5 - NSC
isn' t exactly overpowering. There vs. Stevens Tech ..:.. 3:00.
is no charge to see a game and
The baseball and tennis teams
home games are played in the also play home games and would
field behind the gym . Even if you also appreciate more fans at their
do not know someone on the games.

COMING

The tennis team played two
games last week, both at home. In
the first game they played
Bloomfield College and won 6-3.
The Squires played very
consistently this week and showed
signs of finishing the season with a
winning record. Already this
season Coach Aufsessor's men
have won more games than any
other tennis team in NSC history.

Friday afternoon the tennis
team dropped their game with
Jersey City State 7-2. The only
Newark victories were won by
Glenn Martinson and Ron Yarem,
both with strong performances.
GI en n Martinson is now
undefeated with a 5-0 record this
year. This week Martinson will
face a tough test when he plays
Chris Kersey from Drew, one of
the top collegians in the state.

CCB MOVIE "THE TENAMENT"
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MAY 5TH

LITTLE THEATER.
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DATE
MONDAY, MAY 3rd
8:00 p.m.
12: 15-1:40
3:05-4 :30
6:30-10:00
6:00-10:00
6:00-10:30
8:00-10:00
TUESDAY, MAY 4t h
8:00 a.m.
9: 25-12: 15
1:40
1:40
1:40
1:40
3:00-4:00
4:30-6 :00
6:00-7 :00
6:00-10:00
6:00-10:30
6:00-10:00
7:00-8:00
8:00-12:00
WEDNESDAY, MAY 5th
8:00 a.m.
9: 25 a. m.- 10:40
* 12:00 noon
1:00-3:00
3:30-6 :00
3:05-4:30
6:00-10:30
6:00-8:30
7:00-10:00
7:30-10:00
7:00-12:00
T HURSDAY, MAY 6th
9:25
11 :45
~
1: 40
1:40
1:40
1:40
1:00-3:00
4:00-6 :00
5:00
6: 00-10: 00
6:00
7 :00-8:00
7:00-11 :00
8:00-12:00
THURSDAY, MAY 6th, F RIDAY,
AND SATURDAY, MAY 8th
8:30p.m .
FRIDAY, MAY 7th
1:00-3:00
9:00-4 :00

7:00-8:00
8:00-11 :00
7: 00-1 :00
SATURDAY, MAY 8th
8:00 a.m.-4 :30
9:00 a.m .-4 :00
SUNDAY, MAY 9th
7:45 p.m.

EVENT

I

PLACE

Fine Arts Dept. Exhibit
Concert Chorus Rehearsal
College Chorus Rehearsals
Band Practice
Contemporary Dance Rehearsal
CCB Film
Alpha Sigma Lambda Mtg.

Little Gallery
Little Theatre
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Little Theatre
TV Lounge
Formal Lounge

Fine Arts Dept. Exhibit
Madrigal Chorus Rehearsa l
CCB Film Comm.
Free U: Drug Course
Foreign Student Coffee Hour
Republican Club Mtg.
Fifty Minute Microlab
Free U. course
Free U. Natural Foods Course
Contemporary Dance Group
CCB Film
Nu Sigma Tau Alumni Dinner

Little Gallery
Little Theatre
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Alumni Lounge
W200
Hex Room
Hex Room
Hex Room
Little Theatre
TV Lounge
Faculty Dining
Room
Hex Room
Hex Room

Free U: Women's Course
Coffee House
Fine Arts Dept. Exhibit
Music Class
CCB Dialogue with Dick Gregory
AD: Free
Free U: Course
Explore
Concert Chorus Rehearsal
CCB Film
Dean's Dinner Reception
College Chorus Rehearsal
Alumni Mtg.
Coffee House

I l'I DEP Et'I DEl'l·r

Little Gallery
Little.Theatre
TPA
Alumni Lounge
Alumn i Lounge
• Little Theatre
TV Lounge
Formal Lounge
Fae. Dining Rm
Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room

Madrigal Chorus Rehearsal
NSC Co-op Mtg.
Modern Dance Concert
Women's Lib Mtg.
Renata Club Mtg.
Exit Interview~
Free U ; Course
Group Experience
Renata Club Reception
Modern Dance Concert
Graduate Student Assoc. Mtg.
Free U; Poet ry Workshop
Women's Chorus Dress Rehearsal
Coffee House
MAY 7th,

Little Theatre
Rm B, Downs
Little Theatre
W311
Rm B, Downs
B-104
Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Rm A , Downs
Little Theatre
Fae. Dining Rm
Hex Room
Sloan Lounge
Hex Room

Theat re Guild Production:
" A pple T ree"
Free U Cou rse
Federal and State Assistance
Program
Free U; Homosexuality Course
Spring Choral Concert
Coffee House
<....:>
String Workshop
Federal and State Assistance
Programs
CCB Film "Joe"

TPA

\.
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Alumni Lounge
RmsA & B
Alumn i Lounge
Litt le Theat re
Hex Room
TPA Classrooms
RmsA & B
TPA
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